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Abstract:This paper presents n inailticasting solution jo r  slinred- 
huJer A T M  switch The cell duplicating jiinction is perjoimed by n 
one-to-many modified denzzix circuit A shared niiilticnst server is used 
to translate input niulticast cells to f ind destination ports nnd 
corresponding routing inforniation. By using link-list based ring 
structure, the niulticast scrver can provide high $peed (5ns for search 
entry in 256-entiy block in 0.8 p i  CIMOS process) and cascaclable 
niulticast translating jiinction. In addition, the channel coniplexi& of 
multipoint-to-multloint niulticast applications can be reduced to A' 
channels per /V users. The shared-btgfer controller is modified by 
adding controlling and scheduling jiinctions ,for niiilticnsting queues 
to process the nzultieust,f~ntiire. 
1. Introduction 

Broadband integrated scrvices digital networks (B-ISDN) are 
expected to provide efficicnt and reliable transport for various services. 
'The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) technique [ 1 j has been 
standardized and wildly accepted as a basis for transporting and 
switching information in 13-ISDN. Ilowever the applications that 
movc the needs toward B-ISDN arc not the traditional point-to-point 
telcotnmunication o r  data-communication applications, but the 
applications which need a lot of bandwidth and have the inhcrcnt 
variable-bit-rate characteristic such as video conference and video-on- 
demand. 

Therc are three major video application types. namely point-to- 
point (P2P). point to multipoint (P2M). and multipoint-to-multipoint 
(M2M). Video applications such as video phone belong to the P2P 
type. Applications like video-on-demand belong to the P2M type. And 
applications like video conference belong to thc M2M type. 'I'hc 
challenges of P2M and M2M are not only how to providc high qualit!, 
video signals through lower bandwidth communication channel. but 
also how to reduce the loading of video scrver and network. 

I n  original ATM environment. an N users' video conference 
nccds N x N communication channels to broadcast video signals to 
cvcry user. 'The network traffic and video source loading can be 
reduced with the aid of efficient multicasting function. In addition. 
The multicasting circuit must translate M2M video cells fast enough 
to prevent the serious decay of video quality due to video cell delay. 

Several multicasting solutions can be found in the literature [2-9j. 
The major architectures can be classified into the following types. 
namely copy network [61[7][9], recycle output cell [4j[5]. cell copy 
[SI. and address copy [ 2 ] [ 3 ] .  The major topics which are discusscd in 
those papers are cell duplication, cell routing. and performance 
analysis. Several excellent solutions on these topics can also be found 
in  thc above-mentioned papers. But the detailed descriptions on thc 
nicchanisms of multicast cell translation and M2M multicast function 
can not easily be found. 'The traditional N2 channel complexity of 
M2M multicast applications will result in heavy loading on switch and 
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client system. In order to solve this problem, \vc propose a novel 
multicast solution based on shared-buffer ATM switch to reducc thc 
channel complexity of- M2M multicast applications to N connections 
for N users. In addition, the proposed solution can providc an efficient, 
flexible. and cascadable M2M multicasting solution for video 
applications 

This paper is outlined as follows. I n  section 2. an overview of 
the shared-buffer ATM switch system will be described. Section 3 will 
present our algorithm for the support of multicasting function. In 
addition. a cost-effective VI,SI architccture is also proposed to realize 
the algorithm. Discussion and comparison will be given in section 4. 
2. System Concept an4 Overview of Shared-Buffer 
ATM switch system 

Among the ATM systems found i n  the litcraturc. shared-buffer 
ATM system [lo] is attractive for its high memory utilization. From 
the viewpoint of "cost-effectiveness" of ATM system, it is therefore 
that the shared-buffer architecture is selected as the target architecture 
to realize our multicasting solution 
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Fig 1 Data flow diagramofthe proposed multicasting shared-buffer 
ATM switch system 

Our shared-buffer ATM switch system for video applications 
mainly consists of 3 major parts, namely header translator (IHT)? 
shared buffer memory (SBM) and multicasting scrver (MCS) as 
shown in Fig. 1 .  HT is used to decode the VPI/VCI of each input 
ATM cell and find corresponding new VPIiVCI or multicast group ID 
and other routing information for each input ATM cell. From the 
routing information found by I-IT, SBM and its control circuit route 
input cells to individual output queue, where these cells are stored in 
thc shared buffer which are waiting to be read out and sent to the 
destination output port. The multicast cells are translated by 
multicasting serx'tr. According to the gr-oup ID of cach multicast cell. 
the patties of input cell can be found out by MCS to deliver this 
multicast cell. Data flow of the shared-buffer ATM switch system can 
also be found i n  Fig. 1 .  
3. Multicasting Hardware Architecture 
3.1 Brief Description of The Multicasting Algor i thm 

Two procedures are needed to distribute multicast ATM cells. 
First. multicast cells must be translated to find their corresponding 
destination port and routing information. The second proccdure is to 
copy multicast cells to corresponding output ports. 

The translation circuits of multicast can be separated into thrcc 
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styles: namcly self-routing [4]. distributed 121, and centralized [3] 
stylcs respectively. I n  order to keep the high hardware utilization 
feature of the shared-buffcr ATM switch and to reduce the complexity 
of table maintenance, we use the ccntralized translation method to 
construct our multicasting solution. 

In order to provide a flexiblc and efficient M2M cell translation 
function. we use ring structure to represent each multicast group. By 
linking all members in the samc multicast group as a ring, no matter 
starting from any member, all members can be found by tracing the 
links one by one. The ring structure used to represent multicast groups 
is shown in Fig. 2. For the given example, a multicast cell is inputted 
from port A and then B can be traced, followed by C and U through 
the links. When thc tracc is back to A through the pointer from D, the 

feature, tlic N users M2M applications only need N connections 
instead of N2 connections. 'I'liis feature greatly rcduces the cost and 
traffic load on both switches and cnd users. Thus it can bc seen that 
the ring structure is very suitable to implement the M2M multicast 
traiislation function. 

member look up procedure is finished. Because of this rill), 1 structure 
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Fig. 2: Illustration of'thc proposcd ring structure for tlic multicast table 
(Lising 4 outputs as an example). 

3.2 System Architecture 
The support of multicast rcquircs some type of copy network. 

Variable typcs of architectures have been proposed to implement the 
required copy nctwork to support multicast capability [3][4][6][8]. 
Based on the description in section 3.1. we propose a new architecture 
coupled with SBM switch core to support multicast service in  an A I M  
network. We usc an external MCS to translate multicast cclls and 
integratc the copy network to the DEMUX circuit of SDM. The 
multicast controller is integrated into SBM controller to control both 
translation and routing of multicast cells. I n  ordrr to improve the 
hardware cfficicncy, we rearrangc tlic cell copy process after the cell 
buffering proccss. It then avoids the duplication of multicast cells in 
the sharc-buffcr. 

'lhc relation among SIIM, SUM controller, and MCS is shown in 
Fig. 3. When the SUM controller receives multicast cell, the multicast 
cell will be enqueued to a certain multicast queuc. If MCS is free, the 
controllcr will send the headers of cells in multicast queues to MCS. 
The MCS extracts the Group IDS and Source Port data of input 
headers to translate multicast cells and tind corresponding routing 
information and destination ports. In addition, the proposcd MCS 
architecture can provide a group based translation. In other words, no 
matter the input cell coincs from which source port, the MCS will tind 
out the rest members of the same group to form the bitmap of 
destination ports. This feature makes the proposed architecture very 
suitable to solve the M2M multicast rcclucst. 

~- 

Fig 3 System architecture ofthe proposed multicast shared-buffer 
ATM switch, where multiple queues are added at the DMX. 

After the translation of MCS, the corresponding messages such 
as VPIiVCIs and output port bit-map, which dccides how to route 
multicast cells, arc then stored i n  MCS. Thosc traiislatcd multicast 
cells will be set to output ready inode and then enable them to be scnt 
out. Tlicse output ready multicast cells will be outputted with the aid 
of the multicast DMX (one-to.-many demux circuit) and thc header 
buffer i n  MCS. For normal cells, the multicast cell body is read ou t  
from SBM through the content of corresponding queue in SBM 
controller. Thc bitmap of' destination ports is provided by MCS to 
control the routing of multicast DMX. For each output port of 
multicast DMX, there is an extra header replace circuit which is iiscd 
to replace new VPIiVCI through the aid of the MCS. 

By using this approach, ihe storage space of a multicast cell is 
the same as a unicast cell. The: structure of SRM and MlJX are the 
sanie as the original shared buffer A I M  switch. A transmission gate 
based DMX can easily be modified to one-to-many DMX. l l ius with 
this powerful MCS solution, the whole tem will be very suitablc to 
provide multicast fcalure for shared-buffer ATM switch 
3.3 Multicast Queues and Cell Copying  Circuits 

There are two methods to separate thc translated and non- 
translated cells, one is add a flag in each queue entry, the other is use 
two queues to store translated and non-translated multicast cells. No 
matter which method is chosen. we must make sure that all multicast 
cells arc translated before outputted to DMX. In addition, the delay 
caused by translation scheduling' must be reduced to eiihancc the 
system performance. If the translation time is short enough, the 
internal buffer size and complexity of scheduling algorithm can ue 
reduced 
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Fig. 4: The block diagram of original (a) and 

inulticast DMX (b). 

1 Thc multicast controller issrwes the non-translated multicast cells 
wliicli are not currently needed by output circuit, resulting in that 
current output requests are blocked due to no translated cell in MCS. 
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The original DMX of shared buffer ATM switch is used to 
distribute the output cells of SBM to each output port. In order to 
provide a cost-effective cell duplicated circuit. we modify the DMX 
architecture to a multicast DMX. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of 
those DMXs. Cell duplication can be achieved by setting the control 
registers (en0-en31) using the translation result from MCS. The 
unitcast ATM cells can be routed by setting only corresponding 
control register to 1 and the rest to 0. 
3.4 Multicast  Server  

Multicast server is used to translate input multicast cells to find 
destination port bit-map and corresponding VF'IIVCIs. As the 
description in section 3.1, we use ring structure to construct an 
efficient M2M cell translation mechanism. In real implementation. \ve 
use the link-list data structure to construct the ring structure. In the 
meantime we can map the ring structure to a table with an index field, 
and the traced function of the multicast ring to table search function as 
well. 

Member 
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Group ID Source port 
(GID) (PID) port 
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Fig. 5: Block diagram of the multicast server dedicated to handle 
multicast transmission. 

B I  N 

Block diagram of the proposed multicast server is shown in Fig. 
5. The multicast table is used to store and search the routing 
information of multicast cells and the translated buffer is used to store 
the translated data (bit-map of destination port and corresponding 
VPIIVCls). The actual data format of multicast table is given in Table 
1 ,  The data fields of multicast table include: group ID. source port ID. 
next port ID, and new VPIIVCI. Group ID (GID) represents multicast 
connection ID to spccify a certain multicast virtual connection to 
which the input multicast cell belongs. Source port ID (PID) 
represents which input port this multicast cell arrives. Next port ID is 
used to link current entry to next entry to be searched in the same 
group. 

1 I 4 New VPIIVCI 

Table 1 : Multicast table for a group of members. 
Key field I Link I Routing1 

I I I 

C I  N 4 1 2  I 
D I  N 2 

the data entry of member specified. As the entry being searched is 
located, the data in the Next port field will replace current Source port 
ID which is used as a part of searching key for next table search. The 
Next port and new VPIiVCl in the information field are the output of 
table look up operation. The data in Next port field points to the 
output port which the multicast cell will be routed. And the data in 

new VPIIVCI represents the corresponding new VPIIVCI for that 
output port. 

In order to minimize the translation delay and to enhance 
flexibility. the whole multicast table is divided into several cascadable 
table blocks. Each table block is designed by using Content 
Addressable Memory (CAM). The table block is composed of many 
table entries as shown in Fig. 6. The table search is performed by all 
blocks of whole table simultaneously. The table search of these blocks 
is synchronized by cascading control signals. The table search and 
table setup inside a table block is controlled by a local block controller. 
Block diagram of this table block is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of the table entry which is based on CAM 
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Fig. 7: Block diagram of table block 
The usage of table block is monitored by an entry counter. This 

counter has t\\o functions, the first is to providc the data pattern for 
CAM table initialization before any table operation. The second is to 
monitor the usage condition of table block, where the counter value 
indicates the number of entries been used. When this counter reaches 
the table size. the full flag of this block will be enabled to start the 
operation of next table block. Because this multicast table is designed 
using CAM to match the input ID pattern, all the table entries must be 
initialized before it is operational. During the initialization procedure, 
the Group ID field of table entries are written with counter values. 
from 0 to N-1. where N denotes the number of entries in a single table 
block. The entry located at the first physical location is written with 0, 
and the last one is written with N-I.  The value of counter points to the 
location that could be used to add new entry. When a new entry is 
added to the table, all blocks are searched with the value pattern of its 
o n n  counter and active bit is equal to 0. Then, the new entry is 
inserted into the matched location of the block which is enabled by 
cascading function. To delete an entry, all blocks are searched with the 
entry pattern whose active bit equals to I. The content of the matched 
location is replaced by (counter -1) and then content of the counter is 
decremented by 1. 

During the operation process, many repeated add and delete 
entry commands are requested. Then the counter patterns in the 
unused locations are generally distributed. These table entries can be 
managed efficiently with the aid of this counter. Moreover with the 
aid of the counter, cascading multiple table blocks can easily be 
achieved. This is illustrated Fig. 8. The insertion function of a certain 
table block is enabled when full-in signal has been set. When this 
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bloLk is lull aiid the full-in signal is set, the controller will set the 
full-out signal to enable the insertion function of next table block 
I he insertion fuiiction of a certain table block can only be activated 
when its previous table blocks are in full status 

I 1 Globil 
Colltroli'r rc 

Fesrch patkm &Control signal 

Fig 8 Block diagram of the cascading table blocks 
By using link-list structure, each entry of multicast table can be 

used by any multicast group Thus the external fragment of storage 
can be eliminated Coupled with the centralized translation method, 
the hardware utilization can be greatly reduced 
4. Discussion and Comparison 

From above discussion, we can see the proposed multicast 
architecture provides a cost-effective and cascadable multicast 
solution with M2M ability for shared-buffer ATM switch The 
channel complexity of M2M is now reduced to N connections per N 
users through thc did of MCS 

By coupling the cell duplicating circuit into the DMX of shared- 
buffer A I M switch, the hardware cost can greatly be reduced and the 
performance of whole system reinains unchanged Table 2 shows the 
comparison among different cell duplicating schemes Froin this 
comparison we can see our approach provides a more cost-effective 
cell duplicating scheme compared to available solutions under the 
same cell loss rate 
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Cell translation is the inost important part to provide powerful 

multicast function such as M2M multicast. But oiily a few papers 
[2][3] discuss about that. By using link-list based ring structure, our 
approach provides a high speed, cascadable, and M2M multicast cell 
translation function. The translation delay can be reduced by 
exploiting parallel scarching of CAM-based multicast table entries. 
Based on HSPICE simulation, we find the searching delay is about 
511s when table block size is equal to 256 in 0.8pm CMOS process. 
Indeed, it is expected that the searching speed can be enhanced by 
using smaller table block size. Because the searching speed of MCS is 

fast enough, the complexity of multicast cell schcduliiig circuit in 
SBM controller can be reduced and hence the translation delay 
variance will not become a problem. 
5. Conclusion 

A Multicasting solution based on shared-buffer ATM switch for 
video applications has been proposed in this paper. The MCS, DMX 
embedded cell duplicating circuit, and modification oii SBM 
controller are taken into account siinultaiieously to add the M2M 
multicast feature for the target shared-buffer ATM switch. 'The 
capability of this high speed and powerful MCS not only reduces the 
complexity of SBM controller but also provides an cfficient M2M cell 
translation function. In addition, the channel coinplexity of our 
solution can be reduced to N connections. instead of N2 connections, 
per N users. Finally the multicast DMX provides aii efficient cell 
duplicating solution and the multi QoSs multicast SBM controller 
provides more suitable multicast features for various video 
applications. 

From the above discussion, we can see the proposed inulticast 
solution can greatly reduce the connection complexity for M2M. It 
will not only reduce the hardwarc cost of switch itself, but also 
improve the capacity requirement of whole switch system and clients. 
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